Queen Court Farm
Water Lane, Ospringe, Faversham, Kent
Summary Report

Fig 1: View of Queen Court with pit number KP188 (left) and pit number KP187 (right).
An archaeological excavation was carried out at Queen Court Farm, Ospringe, Faversham by the
Faversham Society Archaeological Research Group (FASRG) in summer 2021. A full report of this work
is available at www.favershamcommunityarchaeology.org and this current document is a non-specialist
summary of that report. The original report was written by Pat Reid with contributions from Michael
Frohnsdorff, John Owen and John and Caroline Clarkstone. This summary report was produced by
Lesley Shea with additional support throughout from Mike Tillman.
Queen Court Farm, (QCF), is the single most important building that FSARG have had access to for
excavation and huge thanks are due to the owners of the site.
The Historical Background
Prehistoric - Past excavations at Ospringe by FSARG revealed a wide range of prehistoric finds. The
Bronze Age was particularly well represented (including the location of a flint working site), but Neolithic
pottery and high-quality flint tools were also found – including a Paleolithic hand-axe which was
approximately 250,000 years old.
Roman – despite the site being close to both a major Roman road and Romano British activity at nearby
Syndale, very little evidence of the Romans in Ospringe has been found in past investigations.
Anglo-Saxon - Queen Court was certainly in existence during the Anglo-Saxon period (cAD450-1066) as
the Manor of Ospringe is mentioned in the Domesday Book (compiled in 1080 immediately after the
Norman Conquest). Little evidence of Anglo-Saxon activity in Ospringe has so far been found, with late
Anglo-Saxon-early Norman pottery being located near the A2 and two coins (sceats), having been
reported as stray finds.
Medieval - Mike Frohnsdorff provides an analysis of documentary evidence regarding Queen Court
during the High to Late Medieval period (AD1066-cAD1550) in the main report. After the Norman
Conquest the manor was assigned to William the Conqueror’s half-brother, Bishop Odo, along with many

in Kent, although his lands were later taken back by the Crown. The Manor of Ospringe became
associated with the Queens of England from at least 1201 until references in the literature cease in
1356. During this time Manor was used for a variety of purposes including during royal visits to
Canterbury or while the King was staying at the Camera Regis (royal apartments associated with the
Maison Dieu in Ospringe). Archaeological evidence for activity in Ospringe away from Queen Court in
this time includes a range of medieval pottery sherds, while the timbered section of Queen Court itself
was built around AD1500.
Post Medieval and Modern – John Owen provides an account of owners of Queen Court from 1550 to
current times. In this period the house was initially owned by Thomas Cheyney, who lived in a grand
mansion, Shurland Hall, on the Isle of Sheppey. Over the following years Queen Court was sometimes a
farmhouse in its own right but was often part of a larger estate. Owners included business men such as
merchants, developers, textile magnates and gunpowder manufacturers. The property was bought by
the brewers Shepherd Neame in 1944 and remained with them until its recent purchase by the current
owners. Archaeological finds from this period from elsewhere in Ospringe have suggested a basic level
of wealth in the village with no high-status pottery or objects located.
Purpose of investigation – previous work by FSARG in Ospringe has included excavating pits in
numerous areas of the village but the property at Queen Court was not available for investigation.
Queen Court has a long and illustrious history, parts of which are well documented, but big gaps in the
understanding of the site remain. Questions to be addressed include whether there were buildings on
this site before the current ones and, if present, were they the Manor of Ospringe mentioned in the
Domesday Book.
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Fig 2: Results of the
georesistivity survey of
Queen Court Farm’s front
garden. The house lies to
the right, Water Lane
beyond the wall and tree
line to the left. The yellow
rectangles show the two
excavations with their
identifying numbers.

Preparatory works – Old maps were assembled for the site and many of these are reproduced in the full
report (see www.favershamcommunityarchaeology.org). The site was surveyed using metal detectors
and, although a number of objects were found no areas of intense archaeological responses were
located. A resistivity survey was undertaken. This is a geophysical technique that identifies underground
areas of different degrees of wetness or dryness. The results of this survey are in Fig 2, with the wet
areas showing as darker colours and the dry areas as paler colours. Archaeologically, dry areas may be

walls, buildings or dumps of hard material while wetter areas may be ditches etc. It can be seen that the
front garden contained a variety of dry and wet sections and that the pits were sited so as to span
boundaries of these areas.
The excavation – 2 pits were dug in the front garden of Queen Court and numbered KP187 and KP188
as shown in Fig 2. Each pit was 2m x 3m and was excavated and recorded using standard
archaeological techniques. Initial processing of the finds was carried out on site with follow up work over
later weeks. Due to Covid each pit and its finds team was run separately and was isolated from the
other.
Excavation results - The upper layers of both pits showed signs of disturbance, which can be related to
the creation and landscaping of the garden. Material present showed signs of midden scatter – the
medieval practice of spreading domestic refuse on land used for growing food. Pottery in repeatedly
turned midden scatter tends to be worn to a characteristic size with smoothed edges.
The pit to the north (KP188) contained a small dump of animal bones. In all 148 bones were lifted from
this area, including the whole skeleton of a turkey (or possibly a guinea fowl), while other bones included
those of pigs, cattle and rats.
Both pits contained material from small scale building demolition or remodeling, with KP187 containing a
number of handsome black, shiny flints, some still with mortar attached. The lack of weathering on the
flints suggests they came from a protected position such as a cellar or internal wall.

Fig 3: Nuremberg Jetton, dated 1580-1620.
These very distinctive metal discs with a
very recognisable pattern were used
abacus-style in business accounting.

A particularly interesting find from KP187 was a Nuremberg Jetton, shown in Fig 3. This metal disc was
not a coin but was used to aid accounting in business and was dated to 1586-1635. In the other pit the
most striking find of the season was unearthed – a near complete wrought iron spur, see Fig 4. The spur
has a shape distinctive and was designed to fit a foot wearing armour. Details were sent to the Royal
Armouries in Leeds who very helpfully dated it to around 1450-1490.

Fig 4: The spur, before cleaning, dated to about 1450-1490

At approximately the same depth both pits were found to contain a man-made surface of compacted
chalk extending over part of each pit. Although no obvious signs of walls or other construction around the
surfaces were noted it is possible they are part of a single feature such as a floor. The dating information
for these surfaces varies between the two pits, with information from KP187 suggesting a later date than
that that in KP188. At a greater depth and adjacent to the chalk surfaces both pits contained a layer of
flint. These flints were not from demolition but were even sized, rounded stones tightly packed to form
another surface.
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Fig 5: KP188 showing chalk platform [10] and flint surface [14].
Scattered through the layers in both pits were prehistoric flint tools. They were not in their original
placings but had been moved and churned by factors such as landscaping, building works and rubbish
disposal and so cannot be used to help date deposits.
FSARG will be working at Queen Court Farm again in 2022 and there are numerous questions to
pursue. We will investigate the chalk surfaces in the two pits to see if they are part of one single feature
and we will try and narrow the dates and identify the purpose of the surfaces. Hopefully we will be able to
relate some of the demolition material to activities on or in the house and we intend to investigate the flint
surfaces too – are they man made or natural? We will also be looking at the flint tools that were found as
they may add to our growing knowledge of the prehistoric period in Ospringe.
Would you like to follow this story further? – the full report of these works is available at
www.favershamcommunityarchaeology.org and this website also includes details of how to contact
FSARG. The museums in Faversham both contain more information – the Maison Dieu in Ospringe is
open Spring to Autumn (see www.english-heritage.org) and the Fleur Museum details are available at
www.favershamsociety.org. The Faversham Society produces a range of publications and a book
entitled ‘Faversham in the Making. The early years: the Ice Ages until AD1550’ was written by P Reid, D
Harrington and M Frohnsdorff in 2018 and published by Windgather Press.
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